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C171 
1.The evacuation plan was moved to be visible upon entrance into the home. All staff members have 
been informed that this can not be moved and why it can not be due to the fact that it does need to be 
visible. 
 
C174 
1.Front door has been repaired so that it will open and close properly. Also the lock was removed. 
We will monitor the need for repairs on a monthly basis and all staff have been informed to report any 
need for repairs.                                                    9-12-19 
2.A/C Unit was removed and the paneling was repaired properly..this will also be monitored on a 
monthly basis as to further keep this from occurring again..                           9-12-19 
3. A/C Unit was removed and the paneling was repaired properly..this will also be monitored on a 
monthly basis as to further keep this from occurring again..                           9-12-19 
4.Emergency light in the living room was repaired so that it nows works properly….this will be monitored 
monthly and on a prn basis as to if we need repaired then we will be aware             11-15-19 
5.Floor covering in right front bedroom will be repaired by replacing the floor covering so that there is 
no need for repairs. All staff have been informed that they are to report any damage as to keep this 
from occurring again.                                                                     11-15-2019 
6.Paneling will be repaired in the right front bedroom so that there is no hole in the wall.. all staff have 
been informed to report any damages so that this can be prevented all these will be monitored on a 
monthly basis so not to have this occur again..                                 10-12-19 
7.O2 tanks have been removed as not to cause any danger to the home.. Staff has been alerted on the 
fact that all tanks are to be in a rack properly…………                            10-12-19 
8.The grab bar in the shower on the right bathroom has been replaced. This will be monitored on a 
monthly basis.. as to not let this occur again..                                   11-8-2019 
9.The register has been replaced in the right side bathroom. These things will be montoried on a 
monthly basis so that this can be prevented from happening again.                    10-31.2019 
10.Throw rugs have been removed to prevent any dangers from falling.. staff has been informed that 
this rule is that there can been no throw rugs placed in the home..this will also be montoried on a 
monthly basis.                                                                          9-12-2019 
11.Floor covering has been repaired and replaced to prevent any further damage and this occurring 
again this will be montoried on a monthly basis to prevent any of this from occurring again     11-15-
2019 
12.Hasp lock on the door to the garage has been removed so that there is free access in and out of the 
facility. This will be monitored monthly and all staff have been informed that this can not occur.    
10-12-19 



13.The garage area has been completely cleaned free of all clutter and debris.this is also going to be 
monitored on a monthly basis in order to keep it from occurring again.        10-12-2019 
All space heaters and gas heaters have been removed all staff have been informed that no materials of 
this sort can be stored in the facility area. This will be monitored on a monthly basis .   10-12-19 
15. Heat detector will be installed in the gargage area this will be completed by 11-15-19 
16. The sink drain was repaired not to leak. This will be montoried on monthly basis 10-12-19 
17.Upper bathroom leak has been repaired, the hole around the water hearter has been chalked and 
the ceiling that had rotten wood has been repaired.   This will be monitored on a monthly basis as not to 
let it ocfdur again.                                                                      11-15-19 
18. Ashe Receptacle has been placed in the smoking area.. all staff have been informed and are aware of 
the fact that it has to stay in place.                                                                10-12-2019 
19.The screen will be repaired so that there is not a hole in the screen and nothing can enter into the 
area. Staff will montried on a monthly basis                                                 11-15-2019 
20.door handle on rear door has been replacedthe light on the range hood  has been repair so that the 
vent will oprateaccordingly. 
21.All a/c units have been removed and the windows are in working condition…              10-12-2019 
22.the grab bars have been replaced the toilet seat has been tighten drain has been cleaned and space 
to the right that was dirty has been cleaned. Staff has been informed and this will be monitored on a 
monthly basis……                                                                                                                 11-15-2019 
23.door hinge was repaired and the door now fits the way that it should…this will be montoired monthly 
and staff will report any new damages as to further prevent this from occurring.                 11-15-20219 
24.toliet seat has been tightened so that it isn’t loose.. staff has been informed and it will be montoired. 
10-12-2019 
25.Exhaust fan has replaced staff has been informed and will be montoried for compliance     11-15-2019 
26.floor covering has been repaired or replaced the baseboards have been repaired or replaced the 
door has been repaired so that it will close properly.                       11-15-19 
27.sdLight bulbs have been replaced and will be monitored monthly              10-12-19 
28.the wall paneling will be repaired with a class a paint / stain to bring to code it will also be monitored  
11-15-19 
29.Handrail was repaired to bring to code and not to cause a danger will be montoried.        10-12-19 
30.A/c units have all been removed                    
31.Upstairs bathroom has been repaired to bring to code.         This will be montoried.     11-15-2019 
32. the carpet to the upstairs bathroom has been repaired / replaced so that there is no danger.     11-
15-19 
33.Electrical panel box has been repaired so that there are no spaces this will be montoired monthly.  
11-15-2019 
34. Bath fans have to be repaired so that they vent to the exterior of the house. This will be montoried    
11-15-2019 
35. the cut rafters will repaired or replaced by a contractor with the knowledge of the building 
inspectors approval…                                                                             11-15-2019 
36.The entire house will be sprayed as soon as 11-8-19 and is on a quarterly basis.         11-15-19 
38. Fire drills are being completed in a timely fashion and have been documented approiately…10-12-19 



39. ADT  has been put in place for the alarm system, smoke alarms. Co2 dtectors and also buglar 
alarms..11-15-19 
40.All pull stations has been disarmed due to installation of ADT complete system..     11-15-2019 
 
C183 

1. Loose pickets and rails are to be repaired to meet the code by building inspector of Rutherford 
county.                                                                    11-15-2019 

2. Front poarch will be repaired at the same time the pickets will be repaired so that the county 
inspector will approve it.                                                11-15-2019 

 
 
In conclusion the items concerning the outside of the front poarch and that includes the front poarch 
and steps will all be repaired and cleaned up to meet the county codes per the building inspector. 
 
This will be completed by Nov15,2019 


